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Leaders in Personal 
Protective Equipment
SAFETY PRODUCTS LINE CARD  /  CANADA
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FOUNDED IN 1984
LATHAM, NY, USA

10 MANUFACTURING
LOCATIONS IN NORTH AMERICA

10,000+ PRODUCTS
WORLDWIDE

4,000+ CUSTOMERS
WORLDWIDE

WORKFORCE OF 1,500+
GLOBAL EMPLOYEES

1.5 MILLION SQ. FT
GLOBALLY SITUATED DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

OVER $650 MILLION
IN WORLDWIDE SALES

Each day, we seek to develop, train and provide  
our customers with innovative safety products  
that help keep workers safer, more comfortable  
and more productive.  

We work with our distributor partners to deliver best-in-class  
customer experiences by providing a comprehensive product  
offering, world-class sales tools and efficient processes.

Our close-to-home manufacturing facilities enable us to provide 
safety solutions that are tailored to customer needs. These factories 
work with our team of product managers, specialists and field  
quality control technicians to ensure the highest level of product  
performance and secure proprietary technologies that support us 
being first-to-market.

INDUSTRY-LEADING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

We are committed to bringing to market product solutions that you 
can place your trust in and that provide the best possible comfort,  
fit, and value. But bringing you the best doesn’t stop there. Our  
relentless focus on customer satisfaction is at the center of  
everything we do, and our team of customer experience specialists  
are dedicated to supporting you on all matters related to technical 
questions, order resolution, product knowledge, cross-references,  
and more. By working closely with our distributor partners, we obtain 
a better understanding of your challenges, allowing us to jointly serve 
the market. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 
CANADA

IN LAVAL, QC



Call Customer Service Direct: (877) 446-3278

3SP™ stands for Simple Safety Solutions. The safety 
market is constantly evolving, and as your partner in the 
industry we're here to help train our distributor partners 
by providing impactful programs and tools so you can 
better address the unique needs of your customers. 
Our programs simplify the key fundamentals of PPE, 
including standards, design, materials and applications.

In addition to digital tools, our product specialists 
offer in-person training at our facilities in Laval, QC 
and Mississauga, ON. These certified specialists can 
also help you conduct safety surveys in your plant, 
risk assessment analysis, and presentations. See the 
courses offered below:

FALL PROTECTION

 Basic Training (1h)

 Advanced Training (4h)

 Inspection of Lanyards & Harnesses (3h)

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

 Basic Training (1h)

 Train-The-Trainer (8h)

HAND PROTECTION

 Basic Training (1h)

 Advanced Training (4h)

3SP™ Training Programs 
& Digital Tools



	HP141R

	HP642RMLB 	HP1041R

	HP341RCAN	HP851R 	HP841SR

	HP641RV

	HP241R 	HP542R

	HPWL3 	HP940	HP946
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Head
Protection

Features Overview

4-point quick-release 
suspension for a 
proper fit

Double-layer  
textile straps  
for a secure fit

Inner padding  
for added comfort

Sure-lock wheel 
ratchet for an 
effortless fit

Accessory  
slots

Impact liner helps 
absorb front, side,  
or rear impacts

Fast, easy, and precise custom imprinting 
is available on our hard hats, and most other 
PPE. Contact us today to learn how you can 
build your brand presence, while promoting 
security on the job site.

Dynamic® offers an extensive line of safety helmets 
and hard hats that protect workers from falling 
objects in multiple applications.

 Certified to meet CSA, ANSI and CE standards

 Custom logo and full graphic options available 

 Sure-lock adjustment ratchet available for an 
 effortless fit, even when wearing gloves

 Up to 26 color options available

 Accessories including cap-lock adapters, miner's 
 lamp bracket, sweat bands, chin straps, and more

BEST SELLERSAFETY HELMET TYPE 2

FR MATERIAL SWING STRAP

VENTED



	EP675GC

	EP16

	EPDP11A

	EP850S

	EPMK01C

	EP550IO

	EPHG300R 	EPB101VD

	NP267HPF510

26
NRR

25
NRR

	NP267HPF610	NP267HPF210D

24
NRR

	NP267HPD510250

32
NRR

30
NRR

33
NRR

	263-V3CM	263-V1NB 	263-V2HB 	NP267HPB410

23
NRR
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Eye & Face
Protection

CSA approved protective eyewear for every budget, 
designed to help shield your eyes and face from impact, 
debris, dust, splash, and other potential hazards.

 Imprinting available on specific styles

 Many accessories such as cord holders, cases, 
 lens cleaning products and stations

 High performance headgear, brackets, visors, 
 and welding helmets available

SEALEDANTI-FOG

POLARIZED

SAFETY GOGGLESPARKGUARD

Hearing
Protection
Because hearing loss is gradual, 
many are unaware of the damage. 
For that reason, it’s critical that 
hearing protection is used in 
industrial settings.

 Corded, uncorded, and metal 
 detectable options

 Disposable and reusable formats

 Full headband or cap mounted

DETECTABLE

DIELECTRIC

REFILLABLE



	GP556 	GP16150

	GP56426

	GP50N160G

	GP09K1600

	GPPDESDNY

	GP1521KVBK

	GP1205150

	GP348743

	GP16820

	GP34874

	GP10KAM20

	GP33VRX180

ANSI

A4

	GP1521PRIBPSET

ANSI

A5

BREAK
AWAYNON-ANSI

NON-ANSI

BREAK
AWAYNON-ANSI

NON-ANSI

ANSI

A3
ANSI

A2
ANSI

A5
ANSI

A7

ANSI

A2

ANSI

A4

ANSI

A2

	GPCS7LGYAC

ANSI

A9

	GP67256
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Hand 
Protection

PIP® is committed to developing 
and providing hand protection 
products that deliver maximum 
performance in the harshest 
conditions and in the widest array 
of applications including:

 Cut resistant gloves

 Chemical resistant gloves

 Heat resistant gloves

 Cold protection gloves

 Coated seamless knit

 High performance

 General purpose

 Disposable gloves

 Controlled environment

 And more…

When using hand protection, 
you should also consider arm 
protection to extend your safety 
coverage.

 Fitted length options

 Easy to order, one-size

 High cut protection

 FR / ARC protection

 And more…

BEST SELLERFULLY DIPPED

ALL WEATHER

CRITICAL ENVIRONMENT

Arm 
Protection

BEST SELLINGFR MATERIAL

BEST SELLERBARRIER PROTECTION

CHEMICAL RESISTANT



	GPUSM1105

	GP1877

	GP6244

	GP1507 	GP1524	GP6144

	GP1242

ANSI

A4

ANSI

A5
ANSI

A5
ANSI

A4

BREAK
AWAYNON-ANSI

NON-ANSI

BREAK
AWAYNON-ANSI

NON-ANSI

	GP3030 GP3136

BOARHIDE® BOARHIDE®

	GP22760	GPUSM3105 	GP67308
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Welding 
Safety

METAL MESH

CUT PROTECTION

HI-VIZ

KEVLAR® THREAD

CUT PROTECTION

Welding is inherently dangerous. 
Gas, flames, sparks, blinding light 
– nothing can be left to chance. 
The key to injury reduction is not 
just product, it’s understanding 
applications so that the right safety 
product is used.

Caiman® and Ironcat® welding 
protection is specifically designed 
for professional heat shielding, 
dexterity, tactility and the protection 
demands of all welding and metal 
fabrication applications.

 Stick 
 Heat protection and durability

 MIG 
 Enhanced dexterity and comfort

	TIG 
 Extreme precision and durability

Food 
Safety
Gloves and sleeves provide a wide 
range of protective properties; 
from stainless steel mesh that 
delivers maximum cut protection 
and significant security against 
punctures, to disposable gloves that 
help prevent product contamination 
while keeping hands clean and dry.

ANTIMICROBIALMETAL MESH

ARC RATED KEVLAR® THREAD



	FPX1001D 	FP1001D 	FP2601DGU

	FP15130

	FP533100011 	FP533100352 	FP533700101

	FP16EPS

	FP1101W

	FP743146 	FP173 	FP09907	FP373175
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Fall 
Protection

Tool  
Tethering

To succeed in this unforgiving category, 
you need to be cognizant of your ABCDs:

 Anchorage products that provide a 
 secure connection to structures, thus 
 allowing an attachment point

 Body wear worn by the user, which 
 includes harnesses as well as other 
 personal protective equipment

 Connecting devices that link the body 
 wear to the anchorage, critical to the 
 system and usually energy absorbing 

 Descent and rescue products that  
 form a key component of any rescue  
 plan in order to ensure a timely response

Our drop prevention accessories meet 
the ANSI / ISEA 121 standard and are 
designed to securely attach to tools to 
help prevent dangerous drops while 
providing the user with freedom of 
mobility and unimpeded functionality  
of the tool.

CONNECTING DEVICES

BODY WEAR BODY WEAR BODY WEAR CONNECTING DEVICES

CONNECTING DEVICES ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS DESCENT & RESCUECONNECTING DEVICES



	FABF4X4

	FAGP2X2100

	FAKCSAT2MBN

	FADISPB 

	FABF118

	FACB4565

	FADB046

	FACP4X6

	FABZ002

	FAKCSAT1BM

	FADISPR

	FAKCSAT3LBP

	FAEWS1417F	FAEWSBMDWMF 	FAEWS1113F
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First Aid 
Products

These solutions are designed 
for the cleansing of the eye from 
small impurities or to reduce injury 
severity while traveling to a plumbed 
eye wash station and/or a medical 
professional for assistance.

Workers need to be able to react 
quickly to treat workplace injuries. 
First aid focuses on providing care 
immediately to injured patients until 
professional medical help arrives, 
helping to prevent injuries from 
worsening, and to help relieve pain.

 Complete first aid kits (CSA, 
 provincial, specialty)

 Wound care products

 Pharmaceutical products and 
 eye care products

 Hot and cold therapy

 Splint, cervical collars and 
 CPR devices

 Medical equipment

 Emergency preparedness

METAL BOX

DISPENSER

PLASTIC BOXNYLON POUCH

DETECTABLEDISPENSER

Eye Wash & 
Emergency Stations

BIO MED WASH® SINGLE USEMULTI-USE



	TSHG32/33 	PC313W6490XLY/OR 	PC3331747XLY/OR

	HP396602B

	TSFL01

	PC300HV100U

	HP241R44RS2

	PC399HG20

X AIRFLOW™
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HI-VIZ

Protective 
Workwear

High visibility workwear is essential to not only 
protect workers in high traffic areas and situations 
with complex backgrounds, but also in challenging 
environments such as cold climates. Custom 
logoing is available to further enhance security and 
identification on the jobsite.

  Men's and women's specific workwear meeting 
the CSA Z96 high-visibility safety apparel 
standards

  Traffic flags and high-visibility hard hats offer 
added protection

  Temperature management products providing 
effective relief from heat stress and cold stress

Heating 
Technology
Designed to provide long-lasting relief from 
cold weather conditions, the Boss® Therm™ 
heated product line has three easily adjustable 
heat settings, for effective and long-lasting 
warmth even in the harshest of conditions.

POCKETS

2
POCKETS

8

5 HOURS HEAT 2.5 HOURS HEAT

HEAT STRESS



	RPD713N95 	RPD714N95OAO 	RPD914P100

	272-RPRF8810/20/30 	RPD4000

	PC383820
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Respiratory 
Protection

Dynamic® and JSP® respirators 
meet the NIOSH requirements 
intended to help protect workers 
from airborne contaminants when 
working around particulate risks. 
They are designed with advanced 
features for increased comfort and 
industrial durability.

 Adjustable for better fit and   
 comfort

 Full line from N95 and P95 
 to P100 available 

Boss® CSA footwear is designed with advanced materials 
that offer maximum comfort and protection against work 
hazards. Made with materials that are up to 25% lighter 
than traditional, heavy PVC boots, with an optimized 
design that follows the shape of legs and ankles to 
improve comfort when walking.

99.97% FILTRATION

FR MATERIAL

Foot 
Protection

FULL SAFETY 
STEEL TOE 
& MIDSOLE

REUSABLE
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